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黎炉鯰炉鯰炉齊む饉ナ巫黎ジ

黎黎ナ会炉靡鰊⑧曰藝饉炉褻笙
黎霰餡憑隧饉綺悽ζ蛛儘荼炉鶉勒饂嬌

ζ鍋氣憑拿憑ζ蜃:槃弛躾:氣 洟ё曹躊:鸞鯰憮穆κ炉了屏量雉鼈

翁|は鸞予霰核躊魏靡拶核蜻塀蝙鼈⑪瞼零聰瞼巫褻寮饉眸

言眈ξ鼈炉褻饉槃予瞼ξζ鯰鼈又釉嚢之瞑饉饉亀言魏熙趾饉炉馘笙

礼聰゙ 鑽鸞勒痣⑮頸屹鼈翡麒ポ骰にた鼈鶉た企旱蚤盗拶贔黎虔荼奎凩貧ン

燒役悽嬌誦 貧歩鸞氣繹鰺誂覺六軋掏 貧魏鯰氣貧婆驀黎氣攣斃飩
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The Foreign Mnisters of Bulgaria Ekaterina Zaharieva,
Greece Nikos Dendias, Romania Bogdan Aurescu

and of Serbia lvica DaiiC.

The Ministers discussed prospects
for further development of
cooperation within the BSEC,
reforming and adaptation of the
organisation to modern
challenges, issues of cooperation
between BSEC and the EU, as
well as cooperation with
international organisations within
the meeting, promoting economic
growth, peace and stability.

Notably, BSEC is the lnternational
Regional Economic Organisation
of the Black Sea region,
established in 1999. lt consists of

AI

welcomed officials from the 12-
member organisation for an
assessment of work done in
recent months and planning for
the next steps.

"Under the motto 'Black Sea,
Green Energy, Blue Growth', we
have implemented a
comprehensive calendar of events
so as fo enhance our cooperation
in a number of key areas," Greek
Minister of Foreign Affairs Nikos
Dendias told a press briefing at
the closure of the event. The
meeting of the Council discussed

prospects for further cooperation
between Member States in areas
such as energy, transport and
tourism.

At the press conference, a
question from the media was
raised to the Greek Foreign
Minister, asking him whether there
has been an exchange of views
on the Libyan - Turkey
Memorandum and Turkey's recent
actions and whether there have
been any comments on the recent
developments at the European
Council meeting.

Minister Dendias reminded the
press representatives that this is
an economic organisation and,
consequently, only issues that
were closely related to the
Organisation were discussed. But
he went on to say lhat "the
country is extremely satisfied,"
adding that "the European family
is a continuous process, a unique
historic endeavour and each time
solidarity is actively demonstrated.
the specific endeavour becomes
stronger and shows lfs success'.

Minister Dendias further
underlined that the Greek side
does not waive, in any way, the
"constant, permanent and on-

AIbania,
Armenia,
Azerbaijan,
Bulgaria,
Georgia,
Greece,
Moldova,
Romania,
Russia, Serbia,
Turkey and
Ukraine.

Greece, which
hands over the
rotating six-
month
Chairmanship-
in-office to
Romania,
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going invocation of the invalidity of
the specific documents (of the
Turkey-Libya MOU) and esPeciallY

the text that... removes the island
of Crete and the rest of the Greek
islands from the maP and cancels
the legal cansequences of their
existence."

The Greek BSEC PresidencY

aimed at promoting economic
cooperation between Members,
green economy, while focusing on

reforming the AgencY's
institutional framework in order to
achieve greater efficiency. Greece
has also given ground to the
cooperation of the BSEC and the
EU, two organisations where
Greece is at the core.

As Minister Dendias Pointed out,

during the Greek PresidencY of
the Organisation, which began on

July 1st, efforts were made to
intensify cooperation between
Members, as well as waYs to
improve the effectiveness of the
Organisation and enhance the
capacity to undertake Projects.

ln line with the global trend,
Greece has sought to emPhasise
the need to develoP PolicY in an

environmentally friendlY waY, he

stressed, adding that Greece is

--.- -. --. - a.

ready to support Romania, which
is taking over the PresidencY.

Bulgarian Foreign Minister
Ekaterina Zaharieva noted that
during the Bulgarian Presidency in

Sofia, all Member States voted to
accept North Macedonia in the
Organisation, which is readY to
welcome the country during
Romanian PresidencY when it is
expected to comPlete the
accession process.

She added that the coincidence of
the existence of three BSEG

Member States, which are also
EU Member States 'Bulgaria,
Greece and Romama - and
preside one after another,
increases the Organisation's
potential for cooperation with the
EU.

Romanian Foreign Minister
Bogdan Aurescu Pointed out that
his country, which holds the
Presidency on January 1st, will
focus on achieving even more
cohesion among the
organisation's countries, and will
try to bring its contribution to the
sustainable develoPment of the
wider Black Sea region.

"lf we can achieve to have more
economic prosPeritY, that means
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we will also take a

step fonuard to ensure
that we also have Peace
and stability in the region." I

The Secretary General of the
Black Sea Economic CooPeration
Organisation, Ambassador
Michael Christidis, emPhasised
that the added value of this
Organisation is its existence
alone, as it brings together
countries that are not
homogeneous.

"After 20 years of working as a
platform for dialogue and
understanding in the region. but
also for promoting joint initiatives
and projects that affect our
Member Sfafes, it is clear that t"e
situation in our region, however
difficult it is, benefits from the

existence and the BSEC
activation," he concluded.

Romania is taking over the
Presidency of the BSEC fron-

Greece, for the next six mon:'s -

from January lst 202a to Jl-:
30th 2020.

' Bridging Shores throug h

Enhancing Coheslon' s :-:
motto of Romania s ='=s l=- :

of the BSEC
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